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When rs a pain a pairf,

117hen is a pain a pain? What can we offer those who
V Y continuously and consciously endure angurstu those with

whom pain is ever present? The doctor s aim is to help them to
endure. He does not have to leave his desk and enter life to find
these unforhrnate people; they present themselves.

This is Joan Kemp. She is 49 years old and is employed as a
typist She first came to me about a year ago with severe
herpes zoster. She is now su-ffering from a post herpetic pain
which is, in her specific post a real stumbling block

Her endurance has now reached its lowest level and I hear the
anxiety in her voice:

"I feel so disappointed that all the investigations and heahnent
have-failed to relieve my pain A friend of mine has a cousin
who lives in the United States. She has apparently also
developed the same severe pain after an attack of shingles.
Nothing could be done for her urtil she was referred to a pain
clinic. What is your opinion about this, Doctor?'

Quite recently there had been a cover story on pain in Time
Magazine. Because these pain clinics were a new concepl I
discussed their pro's and con's with one of our leading
neurologists. He was very positive about this new appnrach

"Yes, they seem to be an enotmous help to patients where
there is no sick organ that can be removed to relieve the paul
also to patients with no apparent cause for the paur, and to
patients, Iike you, where medicines and other heatnent failed
It's a pity, horrever, that we simply dorit have the resources
and cannot compete with the American-s to build these new
tlpes of clinics."

She sits for a wbile. Apparently I have shattered a new hope.
She has been very couageous until now She breal<s down

"But Doctor, isn't it cruel that I, one out of a thousand have
been so severely afflicted?"

I realise that this patient has now reached a stage where she
has a great need for support She should not feel alone. One
third of the American people have persistent or recunent
chronic pain; there might be the same pattem amongst certain
popuJation grcups in our own counhy. Nevertheless, she does
need support and her right to complain carurot be taken away
from her.

"Miss Kemp, unfortunately, I have to say thatwe have nothing
at the moment to offer. You will have to face the reality that
your pain is unlikely to go away and that it has almost made a
disabled percon of you" She becomes somewhat agitated

"Yes, Doctor, I am almost tempted to say'talk is cheap', but I
know you have hied so hard. On the other hand you
understand tllat one gets so desperate. Friends are even urging
me to goto a certain quack He is confidentthathis heatnent
will make me free of pain"

She gives me no choice but to shatter another hope.

"Miss Kemp, may I remind you of what Goethe said long ago:
'We lmow accurately only when we Inow little; with
knowledge, doubt increases."'

She stays determined to tuy out all other possible ave:nue$

"But surely, there must be other alternatives. Can we not
break this cycle to meet every dawn, which means for me
another day of pain? The first thinginthe moming is to reach
for my pillbox What about hypnosis or self-hypnosis? I am
willing to sewe as a guinea pig!" I tell her that we are still hying
to find ourway in usinghypnosis in this field and in obstehics,
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and although it has already been used in a number of schools,
the results have not been encouaging.

Is there really so little to offer this womar! undermined by
fatigue, tension and depression?

"I know your pain is very real and that it is a complicated
conditio4 it therefore merits the socalled'team approactf . It
is too much of a challenge for one 'wonder doctof. In our
search for alternatives to medicineg we have made the
discovery that excellent use can be made of other therapists in
the management of this severe form of pain They can apply
treahnent forms such as exercise, relaxatiorl massage and
others. And this leads me on to the next point Pain can be
relieved by using your own irurate mental powers to change
your pain threshold This threshold is lowered by factors such
as a poor self-image, lack of motivation and not being able to
see the bright side of life. This all lies within yourself."

She smiles, but stiil has the hr:ubled look in her eyes.

"I think I will find it more bearable when the nahrre of pain in
general could be explained to me."

I realise that patient education at this time should be direct and
to the point

"Pain remains the body's alarm system. It wams you that
something is wrong. Not to have pain at aL can be disastrous.

You l.mow how leprosy patients deshoy their fingers or toes
just because they cannot feel pain Most people will not escape
one painfi-rl affection during their lifespan For most it will be
short-lived suffering it could be caused by a sprained joinl
childbirth or perhaps a renal colic.

Let me hy to explain the path of pain in the body by means of
this simplified drawing. You can see how the pain message,
picked up by newe endings, finally reaches the cortex, (the
brain's outer layer). Here the location of the pain and its
hfensW is received, However I, as your doctor, can never
precisely lmow your experience of par4 your reaction to it will
indicate how severe it is."

She is ready to go and gets up. She should take with her a word
of encouragemenL I cannot think of any better than a short
passage from that wonderfirl booh The QuielArt' "Remember
that no sudden bagedy can be so terible as one that is
prolonged, no couage can be so magnificent as that which
lmows. which waits. but which can still endure."
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